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This paper focuses on the geometric modeling and computational algorithm development
of biomolecular structures from two data sources: Protein Data Bank (PDB) and Electron
Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) in the Eulerian (or Cartesian) representation. Molecular
surface (MS) contains non-smooth geometric singularities, such as cusps, tips and self-
intersecting facets, which often lead to computational instabilities in molecular simulations,
and violate the physical principle of surface free energy minimization. Variational
multiscale surface definitions are proposed based on geometric flows and solvation
analysis of biomolecular systems. Our approach leads to geometric and potential driven
Laplace–Beltrami flows for biomolecular surface evolution and formation. The resulting
surfaces are free of geometric singularities and minimize the total free energy of the
biomolecular system. High order partial differential equation (PDE)-based nonlinear filters
are employed for EMDB data processing. We show the efficacy of this approach in feature-
preserving noise reduction. After the construction of protein multiresolution surfaces, we
explore the analysis and characterization of surface morphology by using a variety of
curvature definitions. Apart from the classical Gaussian curvature and mean curvature,
maximum curvature, minimum curvature, shape index, and curvedness are also applied
to macromolecular surface analysis for the first time. Our curvature analysis is uniquely
coupled to the analysis of electrostatic surface potential, which is a by-product of our
variational multiscale solvation models. As an expository investigation, we particularly
emphasize the numerical algorithms and computational protocols for practical applications
of the above multiscale geometric models. Such information may otherwise be scattered
over the vast literature on this topic. Based on the curvature and electrostatic analysis from
our multiresolution surfaces, we introduce a new concept, the polarized curvature, for the
prediction of protein binding sites.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Structural biology is an essential part of modern biological sciences. A basic role of structural biology is to pro-
vide structural information of biological macromolecules, especially proteins and nucleic acids, and the interpretation of
macromolecular structures, namely, structure–function correlations. Typically, macromolecular structures are determined via
macromolecular crystallography, NMR, EPR, etc. Macromolecular structural data are deposited at the Protein Data Bank
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(PDB), which is a source for much biophysical modeling, simulation and analysis. One most important new trend in struc-
tural biology is the study of large protein complexes and subcellular organelles, which plays an essential role in many key
biological processes, including genome replication, transcription, translation, protein-folding, signal transduction, and viral
infection. The structural information of large protein complexes and subcellular organelles is crucial for exploring the molec-
ular mechanisms behind complex biological processes. Unfortunately, most conventional experimental means and imaging
modalities well-suited for relatively small proteins do not work well for multiprotein complexes and subcellular organelles.
Recently, electron tomography, especially cryo-Electron Microscopy (cryo-EM), has become a powerful tool for revealing
three-dimensional (3D) structures of macromolecular complexes in different functional or biological states. The feasible res-
olution of cryo-EMs ranges from 80 to 2 Å, capable of bridging the gap between live-cell imaging and atomic resolution
structures. Structures determined by cryo-EMs are deposited at the EMDataBank (EMDB), a significant resource for global
deposition and retrieval of cryo-EM data. Unlike PDB, which usually contains information about structures of proteins, nu-
cleic acids, and complex assemblies obtained from X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy at the atomic level resolution,
EMDB typically provides information about multiproteins, organelles, cell and tissue from cryo-EMs at the molecular level
resolution.

It remains a great challenge to quantitatively model and predict the structure, function, dynamics and transport of
complex self-organizing biological systems. Geometric modeling not only bridges the gap between biomolecular data and
biological conceptualization and interpretation, but also provides a basis for mathematical modeling, analysis and compu-
tation [78,22]. In 1953, Corey and Pauling proposed the atom and bond model of molecules [18], which has since become
a cornerstone in physical science. Numerous other models, including the van der Waals surface, the solvent-excluded sur-
face (SES) (also known as molecular surface (MS)), and the solvent-accessible surface have been proposed [36,46]. The
combination of these biomolecular surfaces with the calculated electrostatic potentials on and around them, has become
an important procedure in the analysis of biomolecular structure, function, and interaction, such as ligand–receptor bind-
ing, protein specification, drug design, macromolecular assembly, protein–nucleic acid and protein–protein interactions, and
enzymatic mechanism [47]. A variety of physical and graphical models are developed during the past few decades.

The widely applied biomolecular surfaces, especially SESs, have well-known drawbacks in their definitions. One of these
problems is the admission of geometric singularities, i.e., tips, cusps and self-intersecting facets, which lead to computational
instabilities and induce numerical errors [17,20,32,50]. Another defect is that these surfaces are simply ad hoc divisions of
a biomolecule from its surroundings, without the consideration of the physical laws of surface energy minimization and
surface evolution under the interaction with the aqueous environment. At the fundamental level, there is no sharp division
between solvent and solute because their electron densities overlap with each other. In the past few years, many theoretical
models have been proposed to address these problems [67,5–7,4,82].

In the past two decades, geometric flows, particularly the mean curvature flows, have received much attention. Geometric
flows have had much impact in image processing and data analysis, particularly for feature-preserving noise reduction [40,
51,55]. Historically, Witkin pioneered diffusion equation based image denoising in 1983 [71]. In 1990, Perona and Malik
proposed an anisotropic diffusion equation [43], in which the diffusion coefficient is controlled by image gradients. The
Perona and Malik equation can remove the noise without blurring the image edges. Osher and Sethian invented the level
set method, which was applied far beyond the scope of image processing, to computer graphics, computational geometry,
optimization, and computational fluid dynamics [51,41]. Other related mathematical techniques include Mumford–Shah
variational functional [39], total variation models designed by Rudin, Osher, and Fatemi [49], and Willmore flow formulation
[69,53,9,19]. Because high order partial differential equation (PDE) can more efficiently suppress the noisy component, Wei
introduced the first family of arbitrarily high order nonlinear PDEs for noisy image restoration in 1999 [63]. Most geometric
PDEs are designed as low-pass filters. The first nonlinear PDE based high-pass filter was proposed in 2002 [66]. Recently,
PDE transform has been introduced for functional mode decomposition based on the iterative applications of Wei’s high
order nonlinear PDE filters [62,61].

To overcome geometric singularity in classical macromolecular surfaces, Wei and his co-workers introduced one of the
first geometric flow approaches for molecular surface generation in 2005 [67]. Bates, Wei and Zhao incorporated the energy
minimization principle into macromolecular surface generation, and proposed one of the first variational frameworks for
biomolecular surfaces [5,6]. Basically, a free energy functional of the biomolecular surface model is defined. Through the
Euler–Lagrange equation of surface free energy minimization, a generalized mean curvature flow equation is attained. The
resulting molecular surface, called the minimal molecular surface (MMS), is then constructed by the mean curvature flow
[7]. PDE algorithms for biomolecular surface generation have become a popular topic in theoretical biology [75,79,4]. Both
aforementioned arbitrarily high order geometric PDEs and PDE transform have been applied to biomolecular surface con-
struction [4,82]. Similar approaches were employed by Cheng et al. [15] to extract biomolecular surfaces from a variational
solvation model.

In a physiological environment, up to 65%–90% of human cellular mass is water. Consequently, almost all the biological
processes in cell, such as signal transduction, transcription, translation, protein folding, protein ligand binding, and charge
and mass transport, occur in aqueous surroundings. Therefore, the understanding of the solvation is of fundamental im-
portance for quantitative modeling and analysis of all the above-mentioned processes. Explicit solvent models and implicit
solvent models are two major approaches for solvation analysis [48,52,54]. For explicit solvent models, both the solvent and
the solute are described in atomic detail and extensive sampling is required. Implicit solvent models are designed to reduce
the number of degrees of freedom by using a dielectric continuum to describe the solvent while admitting a microscopic
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atomic description for the biomolecules [74,3,8]. Due to their fewer degree of freedom, implicit solvent models, such as the
Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) model or the Poisson equation (PE) model when there is no salt in the solvent, are widely used
[1,2,45]. The coupling of the PB or PE with the generalized Laplace–Beltrami flow has the potential of describing the forma-
tion of molecular surface in realistic solvation environments. Conceptually, a solvation free energy can be divided into two
major parts: a nonpolar part associated with inserting an uncharged solute into the solvent [14] and a polar part associated
with charging the solute in vacuum and solvent [38,11]. The nonpolar free energy and polar free energy can be represented
by a total free energy functional [63]. By using the variational principle, a new geometric flow equation is generated that
controls the biomolecular surface formation and evolution via curvature and potential driven [4,11–13]. This model takes
into consideration of the surface energy minimization and also the solvent–solute interaction, and gives a multiresolution
representation of biomolecular surfaces in their native environment. Additionally, the external potential term can be used
to incorporate different kinds of effects, such as chemical reaction, fluid flow, and elastic description of marcomolecules
[68,65].

The objective of the present paper is to provide an expository investigation and summary of tools, algorithms and
methodologies for geometric modeling of biomolecules. We particularly focus on tools, algorithms and methodologies re-
quired for biophysical models in the Eulerian representation. Although Eulerian formation [11] and Lagrangian formation
[12] of biomolecular surfaces can be formally equivalent, they depend on different tools, algorithms and methodologies.
The starting points of our discussions are experimental data from either the PDB or the EMDB. For the latter, the high
order PDEs are introduced to perform noise reduction. Geometric features, such as Gaussian curvatures, mean curvatures,
and shape index, are employed to describe the geometric properties of biomolecular multiresolution surfaces generated by
generalized geometric flows and from the EMDB for the first time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to computational algorithms. We discuss in great detail
about data sources, related softwares, and computational techniques for surface construction, quality improvement, and
geometric characterization. We provide advanced interface methods for the evaluation of surface area and surface enclosed
volume in the Cartesian representation. Efficient algorithms for calculating various curvature properties, such as Gaussian
curvature, mean curvature, maximum and minimum principal curvatures, shape index, and curvedness are developed. The
performance of these algorithms is compared. Mathematical models are presented in Appendix A. Two variational models
for macromolecular surface generation from PDB data are introduced. We make use of the differential geometry theory of
surfaces and geometric measure theory to formulate protein surfaces in conjugation with electrostatic analysis. Additionally,
geometric flow based methods are utilized to render high quality macromolecular surfaces from EMDB data. Finally, methods
for characterizing geometric features of macromolecules are also proposed. This paper ends with concluding remarks.

2. Computational algorithms

2.1. PDB data processing and surface generation

The PDB is a repository for the 3D structural data of macromolecules, usually obtained by X-ray crystallography or NMR
spectroscopy. Most data downloaded from the PDB need to be processed for preparing structures used in theoretical analysis
and modeling [10]. Visualization is of great importance to our understanding and conceptualization of the biomolecular
systems. Many softwares can be employed to generate triangular surface meshes for biomolecules. An example is the MSMS
package. However, the MSMS surface cannot be directly used in Cartesian domain modeling and computation as discussed
below.

2.1.1. Lagrangian to Eulerian transformation
The molecular surface generated from the MSMS software is in the Lagrangian representation, i.e., triangle meshes are

used to describe the surface. In order to generate the Cartesian representation for finite difference type of methods, one
needs to carry out the transformation from Lagrangian to Eulerian representation, i.e., to immerse the 2D surface obtained
from the Lagrangian representation into a bounded 3D domain with the Cartesian grid. In this process, one needs to extract
interface information from the triangle mesh representation, including the coordinates of intersecting points between the
surface and Cartesian mesh lines, and surface normal directions at these intersecting points.

For example, if we have a surface mesh in .vert and .face files, usually, the .vert file stores the point coordinates in the
form of v = (vx, v y, vz), and the .face file contains the connectivity information with each triangle represented by three ver-
tex indices. The bounded box to encompass the protein can be constructed by expanding the tightest axis-aligned bounding
box, i.e., by decreasing (increasing) the minimal (maximal) values of surface coordinates, by a certain value denoted as dc .
The new Cartesian mesh domain is thus [xl, xr] × [yl, yr] × [zl, zr], and can be obtained from,

xl = min
m=1,...,Nt

(vm,x) − dc, (1)

yl = min
m=1,...,Nt

(vm,y) − dc, (2)

zl = min
m=1,...,Nt

(vm,z) − dc, (3)
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xr = max
m=1,...,Nt

(vm,x) + dc, (4)

yr = max
m=1,...,Nt

(vm,y) + dc, (5)

zr = max
m=1,...,Nt

(vm,z) + dc, (6)

where Nt is the total number of the node points in the Lagrangian representation of the protein surface. One can specify the
mesh spacing, i.e., the size of each grid, as h, and coordinates of Cartesian mesh nodes can be calculated and represented
as {(xi, y j, zk) | i = 1, . . . , Nx; j = 1, . . . , N y;k = 1, . . . , Nz}, with Nx, N y and Nz standing for the total node numbers in each
dimension. It can be seen that xl = x1 and xr = xNx . Similar relations exist for y and z coordinates.

As the goal is to find the intersection points of each triangle with grid lines, we first find the plane equation. For each
mesh triangle, one has the coordinates for its three vertices (v1,v2 and v3). The 2D plane that the triangle belongs to is

ax + by + cz + d =
∣∣∣∣∣∣

x − v1,x y − v1,y z − v1,z

v2,x − v1,x v2,y − v1,y v2,z − v1,z

v3,x − v1,x v3,y − v1,y v3,z − v1,z

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (7)

The norm for the triangle is the same for the plane, represented as

n =
(

a√
a2 + b2 + c2

,
b√

a2 + b2 + c2
,

c√
a2 + b2 + c2

)
. (8)

We find the intersection points by testing grid edges within the bounding box of the triangle. It is easy to find the
coordinate ranges for all the relevant grid edges, e.g. in x coordinate,

xs = min(v1,x, v2,x, v3,x), (9)

xb = max(v1,x, v2,x, v3,x). (10)

For all the points within the triangle, the values of x coordinate should fall in the range [xs, xb]. For any Cartesian grid line
with x-coordinate xi in {xi | xs � xi � xb}, the index i satisfies the restriction i0 � i � i1, where i0 = �xs/h� and i1 = �xb/h�
with h being the grid spacing. Similarly, one can find similar lower and upper limit integers for the other two coordinates,
j0 � j � j1,k0 � k � k1. Thus, to find an intersection between a surface triangle and a grid line along x direction, one can
choose two arbitrary index ( j,k) within the corresponded ranges, with their associated coordinates defined as (y j, zk), and
calculate the related point in the triangle plane. The related coordinates are denoted as (xo, y j, zk), and evaluated from

axo + by j + czk + d = 0. (11)

The intersecting points form a set, which is the collection of only three possible types of points:{
(xo, y j, zk)

∣∣ j0 � j � j1;k0 � k � k1;axo + by j + czk + d = 0
}
, (12){

(xi, yo, zk)
∣∣ i0 � i � i1;k0 � k � k1;axi + byo + czk + d = 0

}
, (13){

(xi, y j, zo)
∣∣ i0 � i � i1; j0 � j � j1;axi + by j + czo + d = 0

}
. (14)

The only task left to do is to determine whether the planar point we calculate falls within the triangle. The points located
outside the triangle are discarded. If the point located on the boundary edges or the interior of the triangle, it is indeed a
point where the interface intersects with the Cartesian grid lines. The normal vector for this interface intersecting point is
defined to be the same as that of the triangle, or for efficiency, it can be computed as the linear interpolations of vertex
normals. The normals and coordinates are then stored in the sequence of their related Cartesian nodes.

We test our method on a sphere with radius r = 2. Using the MSMS software, we generate the Lagrangian representation
of the surface with 100 vertices for each 1 × 1 area. The Cartesian representation is set with a mesh spacing h and the
interface-mesh intersecting points are calculated and the average error is evaluated by

Error =
∑ |r −

√
x2

o + y2
o + z2

o |
No

, (15)

where (xo, yo, zo) are the calculated interface-mesh intersecting points and No are the total number of such intersecting
points. The errors of Lagrangian to Eulerian transformation are illustrated in Table 1. It can be seen from the table that
second order accuracy is attained.
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Table 1
Test of the convergence of the proposed method for Lagrangian to Eulerian
transformation.

h Error Order

2.500e−1 7.985e−4
1.250e−1 2.651e−4 1.59
6.250e−2 7.265e−5 1.87
3.125e−2 1.979e−5 1.88

2.1.2. Surface generation in the Cartesian representation
The basic idea for surface generation is to embed an enlarged van der Waals surface in a 3D domain and evolve this

hypersurface under a geometric and potential driven flow under certain biological constraint. Note that directly evolving
the geometric flow equation in the Lagrangian representation for a protein may be unstable due to the possible topological
changes during the surface evolution. In the Cartesian setting, some basic information of the protein is needed, including
atom positions xi, i = 1, . . . ,n, atom radii ri , i = 1, . . . ,n and also the atomic charges information for electrostatic analysis
when a full solvation model is used; see description in Appendix A. Here n is the total number of the atoms in the protein
molecule. To set up the initial conditions, two domains are defined, one is Dχ representing the domain enclosed by the van
der Waals surface; the other is an enlarged domain D:

Dχ =
n⋃

i=1

{
x: |x − xi| < ri

}; (16)

D =
n⋃

i=1

{
x: |x − xi| < 1.3ri

}
. (17)

Here we choose a factor of 1.3 to guarantee the formation of properly connected surfaces. In fact, this special parameter can
be adjusted to give different scales of the molecular surface, which may lead to dramatically different geometric features
[22]. We denote S as the Cartesian representation of the hypersurface. For the initial value of S , we consider two functions,

S(x, y, z,0) =
{

1, (x, y, z) ∈ D,

0, otherwise,
(18)

χ(x, y, z) =
{

1, (x, y, z) ∈ Dχ ,

0, otherwise.
(19)

The characteristic function χ(x, y, z) is used to protect the van der Waals surface during the surface evolution. The Dirichlet
boundary condition is used in the computation, the boundary value is S = 0. The formation of surface is driven only by the
generalized Laplace–Beltrami equation (83) in Appendix A. We spell out all the terms involved,

∂ S

∂t
= γ

[
(S2

x + S2
y)Szz + (S2

x + S2
z )S yy + (S2

y + S2
z )Sxx

S2
x + S2

y + S2
z

− 2Sx S y Sxy + 2Sx Sz Sxz + 2Sz S y S yz

S2
x + S2

y + S2
z

+
√

S2
x + S2

y + S2
x

γ
V 1

]
, (20)

where γ is the surface tension and V 1 is a general potential driven term due to other effects. We treat protein surface
tension as a fitting parameter in the free energy calculation of a set of molecules [11,12]. To take into consideration the
biological constraints, we modify the evolution equation and incorporate the characteristic function χ(x, y, z),

∂ S

∂t
= (

1 − χ(x, y, z)
)
γ

[
(S2

x + S2
y)Szz + (S2

x + S2
y)S yy + (S2

y + S2
z )Sxx

S2
x + S2

y + S2
z

− 2Sx S y Sxy + 2Sx Sz Sxz + 2Sz S y S yz

S2
x + S2

y + S2
z

+
√

S2
x + S2

y + S2
x

γ
V 1

]
. (21)

The approximated steady state solution of S(x, y, z, t) is obtained after certain large iteration time, t = T0. It is a smooth
function with relatively rapid changes near the protected atomic boundaries of Dχ . However, the hypersurface S(x, y, z, T0)

gives rise to a family of isosurfaces. It is easy to extract an isosurface by setting S(x, y, z, T0) = C , where C is a value
between 0 and 1. The value of C can be adjusted to achieve the effect of multiresolution surfaces. However, by choosing
C = 0.5, one can attain a better accuracy in the calculations of the surface area and surface enclosed volume. For all the
surfaces demonstrated in this paper, we choose C = 0.5. Fig. 1 gives an example of the comparison between the molecular
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the solvent excluded surface (left) of protein 1PPL and surface generated by the Laplace–Beltrami flow with V 1 = 0 (right). The latter
is free from geometric singularity. In the generation of 1PPL MMS, an outer layer of 1.7 Å is used to immerse the protein in solvent. The computational
domain for protein 1PPL is [−14.7,57.8] ∗ [−16.7,41.3] ∗ [−8.2,39.8]. We set the grid size to be 0.5 Å, and 100 iterations are carried out.

surface and the surface generated from the Laplace–Beltrami flow. It can be seen from the figure that the surface evolved
from the Laplace–Beltrami is free from singularities.

When there are external potentials (V 1 	= 0), the surface generation is usually coupled with the calculation of other
physical variables governed by other equations. These coupled equations should be solved iteratively. For example, to take
into consideration the electrostatic effect, the PB model is commonly employed. Due to the vastly different quantities of the
dielectric constants in solute and solvent domains, the elliptic interface problems are frequently updated in the geometric
and potential driven models.

2.2. EMDB data processing and surface generation

2.2.1. EMDB data
As the data from the cryo-EM is accumulated, EMDataBank.org was established to create a global deposition and re-

trieval network for cryo-EM maps and associated metadata. It also serves as a portal of software tools for standardized
map format conversion, segmentation, model assessment, visualization, and data integration. A list of EM software pack-
ages can be found in the website http://emdatabank.org/emsoftware.html. MRC (Medical Research Council) is the file
format used in cryo-EM data, in which the data are stored on a 3D grid of voxels (volumetric cells) with values cor-
responding to the density of electrons. It was developed by the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, and is supported
by almost every molecular graphics software package that supports volumetric data, such as, visual molecular dynam-
ics (VMD), PyMOL, and UCSF Chimera. A detailed specification of the MRC file format can be found at the website
http://ami.scripps.edu/software/mrctools/mrc_specification.php. The Matlab code for extracting the voxel value information
is also mentioned in the above webpage. Here we modify the code and incorporate a simple procedure to store the values
in the “.dat” format for further use. For example, if we want to extract the information of “emd−1048.map”, the related
Matlab code is given in Appendix D.

To avoid any confusion, here “emd−1048.map” contains the data directly downloaded from EMDataBank’s website
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe-srv/emsearch/form and is stored in the standard MRC format. With VMD, one can visualize the
data directly. In the VMD, when loading the data, one needs to select the “CCP4, MRC density map” option for “Determine
file type”. In the “Graphical representation”, the “Drawing method” is chosen to be “Isosurface”. For the “isovalue” option,
one needs to key in the recommended isovalues found in the webpage of the map data. One can select the “ColorID” in the
“Coloring method” and adjust the value to render the surface with a specific color.

2.2.2. Noise reduction of EMD
It is seen from the left chart in Fig. 2 that electron tomography sometimes produces extremely noisy and low contrast

3D density maps. The poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) hinders visualization and interpretation. Therefore, noise filtering
techniques are indispensable when treating EM data. There are a number of effective methods and schemes for this task, like
wavelet transform techniques, nonlinear anisotropic diffusions, Beltrami flow, bilateral filter, and iterative median filtering
[58,25,24,59,33,42,60].

To further improve the noise reduction efficiency, high order geometric PDEs are employed, see Appendix C. We can
control the process by three parameters, the integration time t , the PDE order q, and the external term P (u, |∇u|). For the
protein surface generation from the PDB, a proper combination of the PDE order and integration time is required to deliver
high-quality surface [81,22,23]. If the solvation process is considered, the potential driven term should incorporate both the
nonpolar and polar effects. In our noise reduction procedure for EMDB data, the external term is omitted. The integration
time is adjusted to give different levels of noise amplitude and image construction. Fig. 2 demonstrates an example of noise
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Fig. 2. Noise reduction for EMD5119. The left chart shows the noisy image from the original density maps; the right chart shows the image free from the
noise.

removal of EMD5119. To be specific, left chart in Fig. 2 is generated with the suggested contour level value 0.25 from the
original noisy data. The right chart is produced with same contour level value but from the processed data. The noise is
reduced efficiently, while the salient edges are preserved very well.

2.3. Surface electrostatic analysis

One of the most important problems in biological sciences is the understanding of electrostatic interactions in
biomolecules. Electrostatic interactions are ubiquitous in any system of charged or polar molecules, such as proteins, nucleic
acids, lipid bilayers, and sugars. The importance of electrostatics in biomolecular systems is due to the fact that electrostatic
interactions frequently dominate other forces and determine the structure, function, stability, dynamics and transport of
macromolecular systems. As shown in Section A.2, electrostatic analysis is readily coupled with surface analysis. Electro-
static potential can be obtained by solving the Poisson–Boltzmann equation. The surface electrostatic potential, obtained
by the projection of electrostatic potential on a surface, is important for the understanding of protein–protein interactions,
ligand binding, solvation, and drug design.

From the mathematical point of view, solvent–solute boundary can be treated as an interface. If we use the Poisson
equation or the PB equation to describe the electrostatic potential with the different dielectric constants in the solvent
and solute domains, an elliptic interface problem is constructed. The well-posedness of this equation relies on the interface
information, which usually involves the jump conditions of the function values and the derivatives with respect to normal
directions on the interface.

[u] = u+ − u− = Ψ1, ∀x on Γ, (22)

[βun] = β+u+
n − β−u−

n = Ψ2, ∀x on Γ (23)

where Γ denotes the interface, and vector n is the normal direction. Here u+, u+
n and β+ denote the limiting values

from one subdomain Ω+ , and u− , u−
n and β− from the other Ω− . The total computational domain Ω = Ω+ ∪ Ω− , and

interface Γ = Ω+ ∩ Ω− . In the PB model, the variable u is replaced by the electrostatic potential Φ . Due to the continuity
of electrostatic potential and its flux density, the right terms in the jump condition equals zero, that is, Ψ1 = Ψ2 = 0.

2.3.1. Extraction of interface information from volumetric data
Interface information is required for both electrostatic analysis and geometric analysis. To extract interface information

from volumetric data, one needs to know the isovalues (or level set values) at the Cartesian grid nodes. The volumetric
data can be treated as a surface function on a grid with one value assigned to each grid node. When a new Cartesian
mesh is employed in computation, the isovalues on the new grid nodes need to be evaluated for further applications in
elliptic interface schemes and curvature analysis. For instance, if one has volumetric data {S v}320×320×320, the Cartesian
mesh size is set to Nx × N y × Nz (21 × 21 × 21 in the example), and {S v} should be sampled on the grid to produce
{S}Nx×N y×Nz . Here {S}Nx×N y×Nz can be seen as the discrete representation of the trilinearly interpolated surface function
S(x, y, z). We provide details for the trilinear interpolation below. First, we assume the domain for given volumetric data
as Ωv = [1,320] × [1,320] × [1,320], and denote the coordinates of node (i, j,k) on target Cartesian grid by (xi, y j, zk),
expressed as

(xi, y j, zk) =
(

320
i − 1

21
+ 1,320

j − 1

21
+ 1,320

k − 1

21
+ 1

)
. (24)
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Then, we denote the integer part of (xi, y j, zk) as (it , jt ,kt), and the fractional part as (xd, yd, zd). The Cartesian mesh node
(i, j,k) can be viewed as a point in Ωv , and encompassed by the cube formed by eight original grid nodes, with coordinates
(vm)m=1,...,8. It is seen that the coordinates for diagonal two nodes are v1 = (it , jt ,kt) and v8 = (it + 1, jt + 1,kt + 1). If the
isovalues on these grid nodes are denoted as S v(vm)m=1,...,8, to calculate the isovalues Si, j,k , eight weights W (m)m=1,...,8
are needed in the interpolation form,

Si, j,k =
8∑

m=1

S v(vm)W (m). (25)

One can certainly choose more than 8 points to carry out the evaluation and also the weights are by no means unique.
Here we just make use of the Lagrangian shape functions on cubes, and map the original cube to a logical cube with the
coordinate of the diagonal two nodes as (−1,−1,−1) and (1,1,1). The mesh point (i, j,k) is then projected to a new node
with coordinate (ξ,η, ζ ),

(ξ,η, ζ ) = (2 · xd − 1,2 · yd − 1,2 · zd − 1). (26)

The weight functions corresponded to cubic nodes can be represented as

W (m) = 1

8
(1 + ξξm)(1 + ηηm)(1 + ζ ζm), m = 1,2, . . . ,8, (27)

where (ξm, ηm, ζm) are the nodal coordinates of the logical cube.
For volumetric data, a recommended isovalue is given to define the interface, denoted as Γ . Therefore, the region with

isovalues bigger than the recommended one is specified as the biomolecular subdomain, which we usually denote as Ω+
and with the opposite Ω− . Each mesh node is assigned to a region. For a given node, when its surrounding six nodes are
in the same subdomain, this node is defined as a regular node. Otherwise if any of its six surrounding nodes is located in
the other subdomain, the node is an irregular node. Irregular nodes usually occur in pairs.

The real physical domain for the voxel data can be also found from the EMDB data description. The unit is usually in
angstrom or nanometer. It is easy to interpolate the physical coordinates into Cartesian mesh nodes. To avoid heavy notation,
we still use (xi, y j, zk) to represent the coordinate of node (i, j,k). However, it is now assumed to be in the real physical
domain.

In the matched interface boundary (MIB) algorithm, in order to implement the jump conditions, we need to know the
interface information between the pair of irregular nodes. For example, if nodes (i, j,k) and (i + 1, j,k) are located in two
different subdomains, the coordinate of the interface intersecting with the mesh is specified as vo = (xo, yo, zo),

vo =
(

S0 − Si, j,k

Si+1, j,k − Si, j,k
(xi+1 − xi) + xi, y j, zk

)
, (28)

where S0 stands for the recommended isovalue of the interface, and Si, j,k represents the isovalue at node (i, j,k). The
normal direction is interpolated from the expression,

no = S0 − Si, j,k

Si+1, j,k − Si, j,k
(ni+1, j,k − ni, j,k) + ni, j,k, (29)

where no is the normal direction at interface intersecting with mesh line point. The value of ni+1, j,k can be evaluated from

ni+1, j,k =
(

Si+2, j,k − Si, j,k

xi+2 − xi
,

Si+1, j+1,k − Si+1, j−1,k

y j+1 − y j−1
,

Si+1, j,k+1 − Si+1, j,k−1

zk+1 − zk−1

)
. (30)

The value for ni, j,k can be calculated in the same manner.
In the MIB algorithm, the Cartesian grid is employed and jump conditions are only implemented at points where the

interface intersects with grid lines. However, in the MIB Galerkin method, to guarantee the reversibility of the matrix, for the
special geometric singularity situations, one needs to enforce jump conditions not only at points where interface intersects
with grid lines but also on the interface off grid lines. For example, two irregular points can be located in the different
subdomains and near the node where the fictitious value is evaluated. The coordinates for these two nodes are v1 and v2,
and the distance between these two nodes is

d12 =
√

(v1,x − v2,x)2 + (v1,y − v2,y)2 + (v1,z − v2,z)2. (31)

The interface point between these two nodes can be interpolated as

xo = S0 − S(v1)

S(v2) − S(v1)
(v2,x − v1,x) + v1,x, (32)

yo = S0 − S(v1)

S(v2) − S(v1)
(v2,y − v1,y) + v1,y, (33)

zo = S0 − S(v1)

S(v2) − S(v1)
(v2,z − v1,z) + v1,z, (34)
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and the normal is

no = S0 − S(v1)

S(v2) − S(v1)

(
n(v2) − n(v1)

) + n(v1). (35)

In the MIB Galerkin method [73,72], the mesh is based on the Cartesian grid, while the definition of irregular points is
slightly different from that of the traditional definition in the MIB collocation method [83,84,76,77,29,80]. Basically, the
irregular points do not necessarily come in pairs. It can be seen that the MIB Galerkin method is a Galerkin implementation
of the MIB ideas.

2.3.2. Solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann equation
In the MIB method, the Cartesian grid is employed. In its numerical schemes, the interface jump conditions are employed

only at the intersecting points between the interface and the mesh lines. If the interface is analytically given, for instance, a
sphere with certain radius, the coordinates of intersecting points can be easily determined when the mesh size is specified.
However, for volumetric data from EMDataBank, an interpolation procedure is required. A detailed description is given
below.

The MIB method has been developed to solve the elliptic interface problems with geometric singularities [83,84,76,77,
29,80]. It delivers the second order accuracy in solving the PB equation with complex protein interfaces, possible geometric
singularities and charge singularities. The essential ideas of the MIB method are the following: The standard finite difference
schemes are used on the simple Cartesian grids; the fictitious values are employed near the interface as a smooth extension
of the non-smooth functions; interface jump conditions are incorporated into the calculation of the fictitious values; and
to construct high order schemes, the lowest order jump conditions are used repeatedly. For the PB equation, one more
challenge is the charge singularities, which represent the partial charges of protein atoms assigned by the CHARMM or
AMBER force field. In the PB equation, partial charges are represented by Dirac delta functions in the source term. Through
the use of the Green’s function formulation, the charge singularities are transformed into interface flux jump conditions,
which are integrated into the geometric singularities framework [29].

When the Laplace–Beltrami equation is coupled with the PB equation, they should be solved iteratively until self-
consistency is reached [11,12]. Two approaches have been employed. One approach is a simple relaxation algorithm: the
characteristic function S and electrostatic potential φ is updated by a linear combination of the previous ones and the new
ones. Basically, we start with the initial condition of hypersurface function S0. This value is used in the PB equation to calcu-
late a temporary electrostatic potential φ. The calculated φ value is then used in the Laplace–Beltrami equation to evaluate
the new S . Instead of using this new S as the new input in the PB equation, we use a weighted average as described below,

Sn+1,new = αSn+1,old + (1 − α)Sn, 0 � α � 1, (36)

where Sn+1,new is the one applied to the evaluation of the electrostatic potential φn+1,old. Once we have φn+1,old, the
electrostatic potential is updated with as,

φn+1,new = α′φn+1,old + (
1 − α′)φn, 0 � α′ � 1. (37)

Relaxation coefficients are denoted as α and α′ . Again, the updated φn+1,new is used in Laplace–Beltrami equation to update
the hypersurface function to Sn+2,old.

The other approach is to update the electrostatic potential at a lower frequency than that for updating the surface func-
tion. Basically, after a number of iterations (in our tests, 10 to 100 steps) of the generalized Laplace–Beltrami equation, the
electrostatic potential is then updated. By adaptively changing the number of iterations, one can increase the computational
efficiency especially when the change in the surface function during each iteration step is very small.

The coupled system of Laplace–Beltrami equation and PB equation is highly nonlinear. To our best knowledge, there is no
rigorous mathematical proof of the existence and uniqueness of the solution. In order to validate our model and algorithm,
we evaluate the solvation free energy and compare it with the experimental results [11,12]. We also check the volume and
area of the protein structure calculated from the model during the iteration, and ensure that the convergence to the steady
state is observed [12,68]. In our algorithm, the solvation free energy is often used as an indication of the steady state. Its
value can be obtained from minimizing the nonpolar part, polar part and homogeneous energy part as follows

�G = Gnonpolar + Gpolar − Ghomogeneous

=
∫
Ω

{
γ |∇ S| + pS + (1 − S)

∑
α

ραUα

}
dr + 1

2

N∑
i=1

Q (xi)
(
φ(xi) − φ0(xi)

)
,

where the nonpolar part is from Eq. (76), and φ0(xi) is the electrostatic potential for the homogeneous environment con-
dition at ith atomic position. Fig. 3 gives a comparison of electrostatic surface potentials on the molecular surface and the
surface obtained from a generalized Laplace–Beltrami flow.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of electrostatic potential distributions on a molecular surface (left) and a surface generated from a generalized Laplace–Beltrami equation
(right) for protein 1PPL.

2.4. Computational aspects of geometric features

We have introduced the procedure for building the characteristic function representing the surface based on PDB data.
For EMDB data, the surface is extracted from the volumetric data after noise reduction. Therefore, the protein surfaces
from these two data banks are all in the Cartesian representation. To evaluate the surface properties, Cartesian representa-
tion based algorithms are needed. In this section, the computational methods for calculating basic geometric features are
presented and their potential applications are discussed.

2.4.1. Surface area and volume calculation
Based on PDB data and volumetric data from EMDB, the biomolecular surface can be represented by using characteristic

functions in two ways: one is the sharp interface by extracting certain isovalues; and the other is the smeared interface
that varies in a certain isovalue range. The smeared interface (smooth surface function) is more physical as the radius of the
atom is indeed obtained by the probability measure of the electron cloud around the atomic nucleus. Mathematically, the
sharp interface is simpler and straightforward.

In the Cartesian representation, the area of a sharp surface can be evaluated as [28,12]

Area =
∑
o∈R

( |no,x|
h

+ |no,y |
h

+ |no,z|
h

)
h3, (38)

where R is the set of intersection points located inside the protein domain. Here no = (no,x,no,y,no,z) are the normal for
the intersection point. As the surface information is in the Cartesian representation, interpolation is used to evaluate the
interface coordinates and norms, see Section 2.3.1 for details.

In a smeared surface representation, the mean surface area and the related coarea formula are defined in Eq. (69)

Area =
1∫

0

∫
S−1(c)∩Ω

dσ dc =
∫
Ω

∣∣∇ S(r)
∣∣dr, r ∈ R3, (39)

where the surface integration is converted to a volume integration, which is easier to evaluate in the Cartesian representa-
tion.

We can obtain a similar expression for the volume calculation. When the protein surface is defined as a sharp interface,
a simple summation is used [12],

Vol =
∑

(i, j,k)∈Ω

χ̃(i, j,k)h3, (40)

where χ̃ (i, j,k) is a characteristic function with value 1 inside the protein domain and value 0 for the other. For a smooth
surface function, the volume is computed as

Vol =
∫
Ω

S(r)dr =
∑

(i, j,k)∈Ω

S(xi, y j, zk)h
3, (41)

where S ∈ [0,1] is the surface characteristic function.
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Table 2
Test of the convergence of the proposed method for the surface area of a
sharp interface in the Cartesian representation.

Nx × N y Error Order

21× 21 3.391
41× 41 9.390e−1 1.85
81× 81 2.026e−1 2.21
161× 161 5.498e−2 1.88

The scheme for computing sharp surface area in the Cartesian representation is tested with an analytical example. We
use a sphere with the analytical expression of x2 + y2 + z2 = 4 in the domain [−5,5] × [−5,5] × [−5,5]. The second order
central finite difference scheme is used in our computation. The error is defined as the absolute value of the difference
between the analytical surface area and the calculated surface area. The result is presented in Table 2. It is seen that second
order accuracy is attained.

2.4.2. Curvature evaluation
The evaluation of curvature properties from isosurface embedded volumetric data has been thoroughly studied in geo-

metric modeling. There are a variety of elegant methods in the literature. Essentially, the first and second fundamental forms
in the differential geometry are involved in the definition and evaluation of the curvatures. We give a brief introduction of
the mathematical background [56,7].

The surface of interest can be extracted from a level set with isovalue S0, i.e., S(x, y, z) = S0. We assume S to be non-
degenerate, i.e., the norm of its gradient is non-zero when it is equal to S0. Without loss of generality, we further assume
that its projection onto z is non-zero. According to the implicit function theorem, locally, there exists a function z = f (x, y),
which parameterize the surface as S(x, y) = (x, y, f (x, y)). One has the relation S(x, y, f (x, y)) = S0. The differentiation
with respect to x and y produces two more equations

Sx
(
x, y, f (x, y)

) + Sz
(
x, y, f (x, y)

)
fx(x, y) = 0, (42)

S y
(
x, y, f (x, y)

) + Sz
(
x, y, f (x, y)

)
f y(x, y) = 0. (43)

Thus fx(x, y) and f y(x, y) can be expressed as:

fx(x, y) = − Sx(x, y, z)

Sz(x, y, z)
, (44)

f y(x, y) = − S y(x, y, z)

Sz(x, y, z)
. (45)

We define E(x, y, z), F (x, y, z), G(x, y, z), L(x, y, z), M(x, y, z) and N(x, y, z) below to be the coefficients in the first and
second fundamental forms. For simplicity, we omit parameter parts. Their values for surface S = (x, y, f ) can be given as

E = 〈Sx,Sx〉 = 1 + f 2
x = 1 + S2

x

S2
z
; (46)

F = 〈Sx,Sy〉 = fx f y = Sx S y

S2
z

; (47)

G = 〈Sy,Sy〉 = 1 + f 2
y = 1 + S2

y

S2
z
; (48)

L = 〈Sxx,n〉 = 2Sx Sz Sxz − S2
x Szz − S2

z Sxx

g
1
2 S2

z

; (49)

M = 〈Sxy,n〉 = Sx Sz S yz + S y Sz Sxz − Sx S y Szz − S2
z Sxy

g
1
2 S2

z

; (50)

N = 〈Syy,n〉 = 2S y Sz S yz − S2
y Szz − S2

z S yy

g
1
2 S2

z

, (51)

where g = S2
x + S2

y + S2
z and the normal direction n = (Sx,S y ,Sz)

g
1
2

. As the Gaussian curvature can be represented as the ratio

of the determinants of the second and first fundamental forms, it can be given by
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K = 2Sx S y Sxz S yz + 2Sx Sz Sxy S yz + 2S y Sz Sxy Sxz

g2

− 2Sx Sz Sxz S yy + 2S y Sz Sxx S yz + 2Sx S y Sxy Szz

g2

+ S2
z Sxx S yy + S2

x S yy Szz + S2
y Sxx Szz

g2

− S2
x S2

yz + S2
y S2

xz + S2
z S2

xy

g2
. (52)

The mean curvature is the average second derivative with respect to the normal direction,

H = −2Sx S y Sxy + 2Sx Sz Sxz + 2S y Sz S yz − (S2
y + S2

z )Sxx − (S2
x + S2

z )S yy − (S2
x + S2

y)Szz

2g
3
2

. (53)

An alternative algorithm for the curvature extraction from volumetric data is the Hessian matrix method [34]. For volu-
metric data S(x, y, z), we define the surface gradient g and surface norm n,

g = ∇ S = (Sx, S y, Sz); (54)

n = − g

|g| . (55)

The Hessian matrix, H, is given by

H =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
∂2 S
∂2x

∂2 S
∂x∂ y

∂2 S
∂x∂z

∂2 S
∂x∂ y

∂2 S
∂2 y

∂2 S
∂ y∂z

∂2 S
∂x∂z

∂2 S
∂ y∂z

∂2 S
∂2 z

⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (56)

The two principal curvatures can be evaluated by the following procedure.

1. Calculate matrix P = I − nnT , here I is the identity matrix and T denotes the transpose;
2. Evaluate matrix G = − PHP

|g| ,

G = (gij)(i, j=1,2,3); (57)

3. Calculate the trace t and Frobenius norm f of matrix G;

t = g11 + g22 + g33; (58)

f = ‖G‖ =
√∑

i

∑
j

g2
i j; (59)

κ1 = t + √
2 f 2 − t2

2
; (60)

κ2 = t − √
2 f 2 − t2

2
. (61)

When the two principal curvatures are available, the Gaussian curvature K and mean curvature H can be easily calcu-
lated,

K = κ1κ2; (62)

H = κ1 + κ2

2
. (63)

Essentially, the Hessian matrix method generates the same results as the above algorithm derived from the first and second
fundamental form.

Numerical test for analytical cases We use the second order central difference scheme to do the discretization. Two analytical
examples are considered. We denote L∞ and L2 the L∞ error and L2 error. Case 1. We set the domain as [−10,10] ×
[−10,10] × [−10,10], and define a surface as

Z(x, y) = (x2 − y2)(x3 − y3)

2000
. (64)
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Fig. 4. Computational results of Gaussian curvature and mean curvature for test Case 1.

Table 3
Numerical errors and convergence orders for calculating Gaussian curvature (Case 1).

nx × ny L∞ Order L2 Order

21 × 21 1.483e−1 1.543e−2
41 × 41 7.049e−2 1.07 4.280e−3 1.85
81 × 81 2.028e−2 1.80 8.494e−4 2.33
161 × 161 5.348e−3 1.92 1.816e−4 2.23

Table 4
Numerical errors and convergence orders for calculating mean curvature (Case 1).

nx × ny L∞ Order L2 Order

21 × 21 4.498e−1 3.735e−2
41 × 41 4.057e−2 3.47 2.667e−3 3.81
81 × 81 2.231e−3 4.18 5.262e−4 2.34
161 × 161 6.893e−4 1.69 1.343e−4 1.97

Basically, the volumetric data f (x, y, z) are defined as f (x, y, z) = z − Z(x, y). Therefore, the analytical surface Z(x, y) =
(x2−y2)(x3−y3)

2000 can be extracted by setting f (x, y, z) = 0. The analytical expressions for Gaussian curvature and mean curva-
ture can be calculated,

K = zxxzyy − z2
xy

(1 + z2
x + z2

y)
2
, (65)

H = (1 + z2
x)zyy − 2zxzy zxy + (1 + z2

y)zxx

2(1 + z2
x + z2

y)
3
2

. (66)

The numerical results are demonstrated in Fig. 4. Tables 3 and 4 give the error and associated convergence order. As we
use the second order finite difference scheme to evaluate the derivatives, the second order accuracy is obtained. We also
tested the Hessian matrix method, it generates the same results.

Case 2. In this case the domain is set as [−10,10] × [−10,10] × [−10,10], and a surface is defined as

Z(x, y) = (x3 − y3)

30
. (67)

We can calculate the analytical solution for the Gaussian curvature and the mean curvature using Eqs. (65) and (66). Fig. 5
demonstrates the numerical results. The error and associated convergence order are listed in Tables 5 and 6. The Hessian
matrix method gives the same results and both methods achieve the second order accuracy.

Numerical test for protein data Having validated the two methods for curvature evaluation, we apply them to the calculation of
the structural features of proteins. Three protein structures are considered, two are from EMDB, i.e., EMD5273 and EMD5020,
and other one is from PDB with ID:1PPL. Figs. 6, 7 and 8 demonstrate our results. All the protein surfaces generated in this
section are extracted with the isovalue C = 0.5. The data size for 1PPL is 146 × 117 × 97. EMD5273 and EMD5020 have the
same data size of 100 × 100 × 100. As curvature evaluation algorithms involve only simple interpolation, the computation
cost is very small. On a PC with Pentium 4 CPU 3.60 GHz and 1.00 GB RAM, the computation times are about 4.2, 2.1 and
2.2 s for proteins EMD5273, EMD5020 and 1PPL, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Computational results of Gaussian curvature and mean curvature for test Case 2.

Table 5
Numerical errors and convergence orders for Gaussian curvature (Case 2).

nx × ny L∞ Order L2 Order

11 × 11 2.682e−2 6.295e−3
21 × 21 7.268e−3 1.88 1.420e−3 2.15
41 × 41 1.846e−3 1.98 3.528e−4 2.01
81 × 81 4.927e−4 1.91 8.751e−5 2.01

Table 6
Numerical errors and convergence orders for calculating mean curvature (Case 2).

nx × ny L∞ Order L2 Order

11 × 11 4.451e−2 1.009e−2
21 × 21 1.146e−2 1.96 2.415e−3 2.06
41 × 41 2.923e−3 1.97 5.942e−4 2.02
81 × 81 7.604e−4 1.94 1.470e−4 2.02

These curvatures describe the concave and convex properties of the protein surface, see Appendix C. It is well known that
in drug design and protein–protein interaction, the surface geometry is of significant importance [16]. Usually, the geometry
of the drug should match to a concave region of the protein just like the key and lock relation. The same applies when two
proteins interact with each other, or when a substrate binds to the active site of an enzyme. The quantitative measurement
of curvatures has a great potential for further modeling and analysis of the geometric impact on biomolecular interactions.

Gaussian curvature characterizes the topological property of a surface. When integrated over the surface, Gaussian curva-
ture gives rise to the information of the genus number, which is, loosely speaking, the number of “holes” in the biomolecule.
The genus number can be applied to systems like ion channel proteins, whose open state and close state have different
genus numbers. From the minimum curvature and shape index, we can obtain a rather clear picture of concave regions. Ac-
tually, the concaveness can be quantitatively characterized by the values of minimum curvature and shape index. Similarly,
the convexity can be parameterized by the maximum curvature and shape index. The curvedness provides the information
about the amplitude of the curvature, e.g., a large value usually indicates a sharp edge and/or corner.

The traditional MS suffers from geometric singularities, for which curvatures are undefined. Computationally, near ge-
ometric singularities, curvatures tend to have much dramatic local variations and the accuracy of computational results is
reduced. In our MMS and surface generated from geometric and potential driven geometric flows, the geometric singularities
are removed, and the surface is smooth with less local curvature fluctuations. Further, a multiresolution model is proposed
in our recent work [22]. Obtained with an adjustable parameter, a family of multiresolution surfaces can be designed to re-
duce local curvature variations. Consequently, concave regions and convex regions reflect the molecular morphology, instead
of local atomic characteristics. In differential geometry based multiscale multiresolution models, the electrostatic potential
is also coupled with the molecular surface generation. With polar and nonpolar areas defined by electrostatic potential,
and concave and convex regions evaluated by the above curvature schemes, our approaches have a great potential for the
prediction of protein active sites and/or binding sites.
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Fig. 6. Curvature analysis of protein 1PPL. From top left to bottom right: Gaussian curvature, mean curvature, maximum curvature, minimum curvature,
shape index, and curvedness.

Table 7
Polarized curvatures as binding indicators of protein surfaces. Maximal curvature (κ1), minimal curvature (κ2), positive electrostatic
surface potential (Φ+) and negative electrostatic surface potential (Φ−) are combined to indicate potential binding sites.

κ1 > 0 κ2 < 0

Φ+ > 0 site for negatively charged protein site for negatively charged small ligand
Φ− < 0 site for positively charged protein site for positively charged small ligand

2.5. Polarized curvature and binding site prediction

Based on the above curvature analysis and electrostatic characterization, it is clear that a potential protein binding
site should be both electrostatically favorable and geometrically favorable. To combine these compatibilities, we propose
polarized curvatures as the products of electrostatic potentials and curvatures. Specifically, the maximal curvature κ1 and
minimal curvature κ2 are employed to construct their products with positive electrostatic surface potential Φ+ and negative
electrostatic surface potential Φ− . Large amplitudes of these products indicate four different potential binding sites as
summarized in Table 7. For example, a large amplitude of Φ+ × κ1 on a certain region of a protein surface indicates a
potential binding site for a negatively charged protein or virus, while a large amplitude of Φ+ × κ2 indicates a potential
binding site for a negatively charged small ligand. Similar behavior can be stated for the products of Φ− × κ2 and Φ− × κ1.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed polarized curvature analysis. The top row illustrates the electro-
static surface maps and (small ligand) binding sites of four proteins. The bottom row displays the predictions of polarized
curvatures (Φ × κ2). In these cases, the minimal curvature (κ2) is used to predict the concave regions of protein surfaces
for potential binding sites of small ligands. The protein on the left chart is positively charged at its binding site and the rest
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Fig. 7. EMD5273 curvature properties. From top left to bottom right: Gaussian curvature, mean curvature, maximum curvature, minimum curvature, shape
index, and curvedness.

of proteins are all negatively charged at their binding sites. The polarized curvatures shown in the bottom row give correct
predictions for all binding sites.

In our future work, we will combine the polarized curvature analysis and the binding affinity analysis readily available
in our multiscale solvation model [12] for more accurate prediction of protein–ligand binding, protein-DNA specificity and
protein–protein interactions. We will make this approach automatic and robust.

3. Conclusion

Geometric modeling has widespread applications in the visualization, analysis and characterization of the macro-
molecules. For proteins, their structural features are intrinsically associated with their functions and molecular mechanisms.
The exploration of the geometric features of a protein molecular surface enhances our understanding of molecular mor-
phology and molecular mechanism, and allows significant applications to drug design and protein–protein interaction. This
is particularly true when the geometric modeling is associated with the electrostatic analysis. The present work offers
expository investigation and comprehensive summary of tools, algorithms and methodologies for geometric modeling of
macromolecules.

Our study is based on two major biomolecular structure sources collected from experiments: the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) and the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB). The PDB contains information about structures obtained mainly by
using X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy at the atomic level resolution. Whereas, EMDB provides information
mainly about multiproteins, organelles, viruses, and subcellular complexes obtained mostly from cryo-Electron Microscopy
(cryo-EM) at the molecular level resolution. In the present paper, based on data from the PDB and the EMDB, related
geometric modeling methods, software packages and visualization tools are provided and discussed in great detail.

The protein data from the PDB are in atomic resolution, so that crucial information like atom positions, van der Waals
radius and partial charges can be obtained either directly or indirectly. Different definitions of the macromolecular surface
have been proposed and constructed based on experimental data. However, the resulting surfaces usually suffer from geo-
metric singularities (i.e., tips, cusps and self-intersecting facets) and violate the energy minimization principle, due to the
fact that they are just ad hoc divisions of the protein and its surroundings. The minimal molecular surface (MMS) is pro-
posed as a surface that minimizes the surface free energy. This variational formulation based biomolecular surface fulfills
the principle of energy minimization, while producing a smooth surface through Laplace–Beltrami flows obtained from the
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Fig. 8. EMD5020 curvature properties. From top left to bottom right: Gaussian curvature, mean curvature, maximum curvature, minimum curvature, shape
index, and curvedness.

Euler–Lagrange equation. As the solvation process is of fundamental importance to biomolecular systems, it should be con-
sidered in the surface modeling. By adding the solvation energy, which is composed of nonpolar and polar parts, into the
total free energy functional and by using the Euler–Lagrange equation, the geometric and potential driven Laplace–Beltrami
flow is formulated. Essentially, the external potential term incorporates various solvation effects, except the surface tension.
Further, in different types of biomolecular systems, other related effects, such as chemical potential and fluid flow, are ac-
counted in external potential terms as well. In this paper, we explore all the surface generation related geometric aspects,
including surface modeling, computational methods, algorithms and techniques.

The data from the EMDB, in contrast, is in a volumetric format and usually without detailed atomic information. These
data often have a poor signal to noise ratio (SNR) and a noise reduction process is required. High order geometric PDEs
can suppress the high-frequency components efficiently. In this paper, for the first time, the high order geometric PDEs are
applied to the EMD noise removal. With the suitable PDE order and iteration time, the noise is drastically reduced, while
image features are preserved.

Curvature properties indicate the concave or convex regions, which are likely to be the potential binding sites or active
sites. Within the framework of the Cartesian representation, we tested second order computational algorithms for curvature
evaluation. Six different curvature descriptors, including Gaussian curvature, mean curvature, maximum curvature, minimum
curvature, shape index, and curvedness, are employed for the first time to the two types of protein surfaces, variational
surfaces generated from PDB data and surfaces extracted from denoised EMDB data. An interesting feature of our work
is that the curvature analysis for surfaces generated from our variational model is paired with the electrostatic analysis
resulted from the same model. Such a feature enables us to introduce polarized curvatures for the screen of protein–ligand
binding and protein–protein interaction sites. We demonstrate that newly proposed polarized curvatures give rise to a good
prediction of protein–ligand binding sites.
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Fig. 9. Polarized curvature based binding site prediction for four proteins (left to right: 1ADS, 1BYH, 1EJN, 2WEB). Top row: protein–ligand complexes
displayed with electrostatic surface potential; bottom row: polarized curvature maps (Φ × κ2) indicating the binding sites.

Appendix A. Mathematical models for surface generation

In this appendix, the theoretical models for surface generation are presented based on two experimental data sources,
the PDB and the EMDB.

A.1. Minimal molecular surface

The minimal molecular surface (MMS) was introduced to construct surfaces free of geometric singularities via the vari-
ational principle [5,7]. Although the original derivation was pursued in the Lagrangian formulation, we offer an Eulerian
description in the present work. In this approach, a hypersurface S is defined to represent the biomolecular surface. Basi-
cally, we assign each point with coordinate (x, y, z) a value S(x, y, z), which represents the domain information. It can be
viewed as a characteristic function of the solute domain. It is also known as a surface function. In Fig. 10, we illustrate this
surface function by its 1D projection. By using geometric measure theory, the surface energy functional can be expressed as
[64]

Gsurface = γ Area =
∫
R3

γ |∇ S|dr, (68)

where γ is the surface tension. As it is convenient for us to set up the total free functional as a 3D integral in R3, we make
use of the concept of a mean surface area [64,13] and the coarea formula [21] on a smooth surface

Area =
1∫

0

∫
S−1(c)∩Ω

dσ dc =
∫
Ω

∣∣∇ S(r)
∣∣dr, Ω ⊂ R3. (69)

Here hypersurface function S is distributed between 0 and 1, S−1(c) represents the inverse function of S and Ω is defined
as the whole domain. The variation of Eq. (68) with respect to S leads to the vanishing of surface-tension weighted mean
curvature ∇ · (γ ∇ S

|∇ S| ) = 0. The energy minimization of Eq. (68) can be realized by the introduction of an artificial time to
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Fig. 10. Characteristic functions S and 1 − S projected in 1D.

Fig. 11. A contour plot (a) and a mesh plot (b) of a cross section of the characteristic function S for protein 1PPL. The blue color and red color represent
value 0 and 1, respectively in (a). All contour lines between 0 and 1 can be chosen to extract isosurfaces. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

obtain a generalized Laplace–Beltrami equation

∂ S

∂t
= |∇ S|∇ ·

(
γ ∇ S

|∇ S|
)

. (70)

The final MMS, which is free of geometric singularity, is obtained by extracting an isosurface from the steady state hyper-
surface function. During each iteration, we keep the value in the van der Waals surface enclosed domain unchanged. The
computational details are described in Section 2. A cross section of the characteristic function S for protein 1PPL is demon-
strated in Fig. 11. It can be seen that all contour lines between 0 and 1 can be chosen to extract isosurfaces. The MMS is
often chosen to be S = 0.5, which has been found to be near optimal.

A.2. Variational multiscale models

To account for the local variations near the biomolecular surfaces due to interactions between solvent and solute
molecules, solvation models are needed. It is well known that water contributes to more than half of the human cell
mass. Essentially all the biological processes in a human cell occurred in aqueous environment. Therefore, solvation process
is of tremendous importance for biomolecular systems. Phenomenologically, solvation processes can be described as the
creation of a cavity in the solvent, the hydrogen bond breaking and formation at the solvent–solute interface, the surface
reconstruction of the solute molecule, and entropy effect due to the solvent–solute mixing. Solute–solvent interactions are
usually described by solvation energy, which can be decomposed into polar and nonpolar contributions. Due to the exten-
sive sampling of the explicit methods, implicit approaches are commonly employed for solvation analysis and computation.
Among them, the scaled particle theory (SPT) describes the surface free energy and the mechanical work of creating a cav-
ity of the solute size in the solvent [57,44]. To account for the solvent–solute dispersive interaction, an improved nonpolar
solvation free energy functional is defined as

Gnonpolar = γ Area + pVol +
∫
Ωs

U dr, r ∈ R3, (71)

where p is the hydrodynamic pressure, and U denotes the solvent–solute non-electrostatic interactions, such as the van der
Waals interaction. The final integration is over the whole solvent domain Ωs . We define S as the characteristic function of
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the solute domain as in Section A.1. Keep in mind that the biomolecular surface can be viewed from two aspects, that is, it
can be represented as a sharp interface by extracting certain isovalues from the hypersurface function, or it can be treated
as a smooth interface between the solvent and the solute. The volume term can be easily defined as

Vol =
∫

Ωm

dr =
∫
Ω

S(r)dr, (72)

where Ωm is the solute domain. On the other hand, 1− S can be viewed as the characteristic function of the solvent domain.
Therefore, the last term in Eq. (71) can be rewritten as∫

Ωs

Udr =
∫
Ω

(
1 − S(r)

)
U dr. (73)

When there are multiple species in the aqueous environment, under the assumption of pairwise solvent–solute interac-
tions, U can be expressed as a summation over all the interactions of the solvent species with each solute atom near the
interface [68]

U =
∑
α

ραUα, (74)

Uα =
∑

j

Uα j(r) +
∑
β

Uαβ(r), (75)

where ρα(r) is the density of αth solvent component, and Uα is the interaction potential of αth solvent species, which can
be further divided into the summation of Uα j , namely, the interaction potentials between the jth atom of the solute and
the αth component of the solvent, and the summation of Uαβ , i.e., the interaction potentials between the αth component
of the solvent and the βth component of the solvent.

Therefore, the total nonpolar solvation free energy can be rewritten as

Gnonpolar =
∫
Ω

[
γ |∇ S| + pS + (1 − S)

∑
α

ραUα

]
dr. (76)

The Poisson–Boltzmann theory is of great significance in the analysis of polar solvation free energy. When there are mul-
tiple charge species in the aqueous surrounding, their concentration profiles can be represented by Boltzmann distributions
[81]. For example, density of the αth solvent component can be expressed as an integral equation of density functional
theory (DFT) type

ρα = ρα0e
− qαΦ+Uα−μα0

kB T , (77)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, ρα0 denotes the reference bulk concentration of the αth charged
species, and qα denotes the valence of the αth charged species and Φ is the electrostatic potential. The term μα0 is a rela-
tive reference chemical potential. Physically, for different charge species, i.e., ρα 	= ρβ , given that ρα0 = ρβ0, μα0 describes
the difference in their equilibrium concentrations. The Boltzmann distribution is an efficient way to avoid more expensive
description of the solvent. Note that Eq. (77) is a statement that the chemical potential vanishes at equilibrium [68].

Using the Boltzmann distribution, the polar solvation free energy can be expressed as [64,68]

Gpolar =
∫
Ω

{
S

[
−εm

2
|∇Φ|2 + Φ ρm

]
+ (1 − S)

[
−εs

2
|∇Φ|2 − kB T

∑
α

ρα0
(
e
− qαΦ+Uα−μα0

kB T − 1
)]}

dr, (78)

where εs and εm are the dielectric constants of the solvent and solute, respectively, and ρm represents the fixed charge den-
sity of the solute. It is important to realize that the polar/nonpolar decomposition is by no means unique but rather arbitrary
[11]. The Boltzmann distribution in Eq. (77) has the term Uα , and takes into account the energy of this solvent–solute non-
electrostatic interactions. One should not double count these interactions when summarizing all the energy contributions.
Thus, the total free energy functional for the solvation system can be described as

GPB
total[S,Φ] =

∫
Ω

{
γ |∇ S| + pS + S

[
−εm

2
|∇Φ|2 + Φρm

]

+ (1 − S)

[
−εs

2
|∇Φ|2 − kB T

∑
α

ρα0
(
e
− qαΦ+Uα−μα0

kB T − 1
)]}

dr. (79)
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The total solvation free energy in Eq. (79) is expressed as a functional of the surface function S and the electrostatic
potential Φ . By applying the variational principle to minimize the total solvation free energy with respect to Φ and S , we
obtain two equations

δGPB
total

δΦ
⇒ ∇ · ([(1 − S)εs + Sεm

]∇Φ
) + Sρm + (1 − S)

∑
α

qαρα0e
− qαΦ+Uα−μα0

kB T = 0, (80)

and

δGPB
total

δS
⇒ −∇ ·

(
γ

∇ S

|∇ S|
)

+ p − εm

2
|∇Φ|2 + Φρm

+ εs

2
|∇Φ|2 + kB T

∑
α

ρα0
(
e
− qαΦ+Uα−μα0

kB T − 1
) = 0. (81)

From Eq. (80), the generalized Poisson–Boltzmann equation is obtained

−∇ · (ε(S)∇Φ
) = Sρm + (1 − S)

∑
α

qαρα0e
− qαΦ+Uα−μα0

kB T , (82)

where ε(S) = (1 − S)εs + Sεm is the generalized permittivity function. Based on our earlier related work [7,64,11,12], we
introduce an artificial time to Eq. (81) and obtain a generalized Laplace–Beltrami equation

∂ S

∂t
= |∇ S|

[
∇ ·

(
γ

∇ S

|∇ S|
)

+ V 1

]
, (83)

where the potential driven term V 1 is given by

V 1 = −p + εm

2
|∇Φ|2 − Φ ρm − εs

2
|∇Φ|2 − kB T

∑
α

ρα0
(
e
− qαΦ+Uα−μα0

kB T − 1
)
. (84)

The generalized Laplace–Beltrami equation (83) describes the surface formation and evolution under the geometric and
potential driven flow. The potential flow part consists of both the polar and nonpolar energy effects, and the solvation
process is naturally involved in the surface generation. The final solvent–solute interface can be extracted from the steady
state, and will be free from geometric singularities.

Noted that by appropriate selections of the evolution time, one can generate a multiresolution representation of
biomolecular surfaces. Such a multiresolution representation can be tuned to emphasize desirable features, namely, the
binding sites of different scales, on a protein surface.

Appendix B. High order geometric PDEs for the treatment of noisy EMDB data

The cryo-EM data in the EMDB suffer from the poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Noise reduction is an indispensable
process for the visualization, analysis and modeling of the cryo-EM data. Many elegant methods and techniques have been
proposed or introduced, including wavelet transform techniques [58], bilateral filtering [59,33,42], and iterative median
filtering [60], nonlinear anisotropic diffusion equations [27,26] and Beltrami flow [24]. As high order geometric PDEs can
suppress high-frequency components more efficiently [63], here we apply them to edge-preserving noise reduction of the
EMD.

The arbitrarily high order nonlinear PDEs can be constructed using Fick’s law [63]. Basically, we can design a nonlinear
hyperflux,

jq = −dq
(
u(r, t),

∣∣∇u(r, t)
∣∣, t

)∇∇2qu(r, t), q = 0,1,2, . . . (85)

where r ∈ Rn , ∇ = ∂
∂r , u(r, t) can be viewed as the surface functions, and dq(u(r, t), |∇u(r, t)|, t) are edge sensitive diffusion

coefficients. The high order diffusion PDEs can be expressed as

∂u(r, t)

∂t
= −

∑
q

∇ · jq + e
(
u(r, t),

∣∣∇u(r, t)
∣∣, t

)
, q = 0,1,2, . . . (86)

where e(u(r, t), |∇u(r, t)|, t) is a nonlinear operator. It can be viewed as an external potential term and can be used to in-
fluence the behavior of the hyperflux. We can obtain the Perona–Malik equation by setting q = 0. The original data are used
as an initial condition with suitable boundary conditions. The diffusion coefficients can be designed to be inhomogeneous or
anisotropic, so as to remove the noise more efficiently while preserving the features. The Gaussian distribution is a widely
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used choice,

dq
(
u(r, t),

∣∣∇u(r, t)
∣∣, t

) = dq0 exp

[
−|∇qu|2

2σ 2
q

]
, (87)

where dq0 reflects the noise amplitude, σ0 and σ1 are variance of u and ∇u in the neighborhood of a certain position r,

σ 2
q (r) = ∣∣∇qu − ∇qu

∣∣2
(q = 0,1). (88)

The notation Y (r) stands for the average of Y (r) in the neighborhood around position r. High order nonlinear diffusion PDEs
have been applied to many areas [63,37,31,30].

Another option is the high order geometric PDEs [4],

∂ S

∂t
= (−1)q

√
g
(∣∣∇∇2q S

∣∣)∇ ·
( ∇(∇2q S)√

g(|∇∇2q S|)
)

+ V
(

S, |∇ S|), q = 0,1,2, . . . (89)

where g(|∇∇2q S|) = 1 + |∇∇2q S|2 is the generalized Gram determinant. When q = 0, we arrive at an equation similar to
the potential driven mean curvature flow [4]

∂ S

∂t
= |√g|∇ ·

( ∇ S

|√g|
)

+ V (S,∇ S). (90)

This equation is also related to the geometric flow equations derived from solvation analysis in Section A.2.
Computationally, due to the stiffness of high order nonlinear PDEs, the construction of suitable algorithms is an important

issue. The common approach is alternating direction implicit (ADI) schemes [70,4]. Through the splitting of the spatial
dimensions, they managed to improve the efficiency and stability.

Appendix C. Geometric features

Geometric features include surface area, volume, Gaussian curvature, mean curvature, shape index, and curvedness. The
evaluation of surface area and surface enclosed volume is quite straightforward in the Lagrangian representation. How-
ever, in the Eulerian representation, their accurate evaluation is non-trivial. The details of the evaluation in the Eulerian
representation have been described in Section 2.4.

The curvatures, on the contrary, involve more intrinsic or extrinsic information than area or volume. When a 2D surface
is embedded in the 3D space, curvatures at each point measure how fast the normal direction changes from this point to
nearby points. A normal plane at a certain point is spanned by the normal vector and a chosen tangent vector. This plane
intersects with the surface along a planar curve, which has a unique curvature at the given point. Therefore, for this point,
different curvatures can be obtained along different tangent directions. Among them, two principal curvatures, the maximum
curvature and the minimum curvature are the maximum and the minimum values of these curvatures, respectively. The
tangent directions related to principal curvatures are called principal directions. Note that these two tangent directions are
always orthogonal to each other. From the point of view of eigenvalue decomposition of the shape operator matrix (Jacobian
of the normal field), principal curvatures are just eigenvalues, and the principal directions are associated eigenvectors. The
sign of the curvature can be defined as follows: bending towards the normal direction indicates negative curvature and
bending away form the normal direction implies a positive curvature.

Gaussian curvature and mean curvature are popular shape descriptors as they are invariants under the rotation of the
tangent plane. The Gaussian curvature is defined as the product of the two principal curvatures κ1κ2, while the mean
curvature is defined as the average of the two principal curvatures κ1+κ2

2 . Based on the signs of the Gaussian curvature and
mean curvature, the local shape near a certain point can be classified into eight different surface types: pit, valley, saddle
valley, flat, minimal surface, saddle ridge, ridge and peak. Table 8 demonstrates these different situations and summarizes
the details of the definition. There is an intuitive way to understand this special classification — we locally approximate a
surface in a specific coordinate system aligned to the principal directions and the normal direction (Darboux frame) as

z = 1

2

(
x y

)( −κ1 0
0 −κ2

)(
x
y

)
where the values of two principal curvatures κ1 and κ2 are chosen from the representative set {−1,− 1

2 ,0, 1
2 ,1} in the

sequence of ascending values. For instance, for the surface type of pit, their values are both −1.
Koenderink and van Doorn developed a single-value, angular measure to describe a local surface type instead of the

principal curvatures [35]. It is called the shape index and defined as:

s = − 2

π
arctan

(
κ1 + κ2

κ1 − κ2

)
.
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Table 8
The figure gives surface types classified according to Gaussian curvature (K )
and mean curvature (H). From top left to bottom right: pit, valley, saddle
valley, flat, minimal surface, saddle ridge, ridge and peak, respectively. The
table lists surface types based on signs of Gaussian curvature (K ) and mean
curvature (H).

K > 0 K = 0 K < 0

H > 0 peak ridge saddle ridge
H = 0 none flat minimal surface
H < 0 pit valley saddle valley

The shape index describes the relation between the principal curvatures and gives an intuitive representation of the local
surface shape. An important surface parameter complementary to the shape index is called curvedness, defined as:

c =
√

κ2
1 + κ2

2

2
.

These two surface indication parameters are also used in image processing, computer-aided design, and experimental data
segmentation. In the present work, we introduce them to the biomolecular surface analysis.

Appendix D. Matlab code for MRC data extraction

A Matlab code is given for extracting the voxel value information from the MRC (or CCP4) data. The output data are
stored in “.dat” format for further use. The example here is for “EMD1048” with the input data “emd−.map” and output data
“EMD1048.dat”. A detail specification of the MRC file format can be found on the website http://ami.scripps.edu/software/
mrctools/mrc_specification.php.

function a=readMRCfile(fname)
% readMRCfile readMRCfile(fname)
[fid,message]=fopen(’emd_1048.map’,’r’);
if fid==-1

error(’can’’t open file’);
a=-1;
return;

end
nx=fread(fid,1,’long’);
ny=fread(fid,1,’long’);
nz=fread(fid,1,’long’);
type=fread(fid,1,’long’);
fprintf(1,’nx=%d ny=%d nz=%d type=%d’,nx,ny,nz,type);
% Seek to start of data
status=fseek(fid,1024,-1);
% Shorts
if type==1

a=fread(fid,nx*ny*nz,’int16’);
end
%floats
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if type==2
a=fread(fid,nx*ny*nz,’float32’);

end
fclose(fid);
a=reshape(a,[nx ny nz]);
if nz==1

a=reshape(a,[nx ny]);
end
bb=reshape(a,[nx*ny*nz,1]);
save(’EMD1048.dat’,’bb’,’-ASCII’);
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